
LIONS’ ROAR STYLE SHEET 2016-2017 
  

 A minimum of ONE PICA (.1667”) space between ALL design elements. 
–Be consistent within your page. 
–Six picas = one inch 
–12 pt font = one pica 
 

 Headlines and subheads: 
–Headline fonts are the same for each headline on a page, and are chosen by the section editor. 
–Remember that headlines get smaller as they move away from the dominant story package. 
–Left align headlines and subheads. 
-Headlines are written in downstyle, meaning only the first word is capitalized unless a proper noun. 
-BHS does not go in headlines. 
-Names of people are only included in headlines if most people would know who he or she is.  
 

 Folio: 24 pt. Century Gothic. Four spaces between “Lions’ Roar” and page number. 

 Byline: 12 pt. Times New Roman. 
-On first line: Name ’1#, Position 
Example: Josh Segall ’17, Feature Editor or Corey Lipton ’16, Editor-in-Chief  

 Article type: 10 pt. Times New Roman. 
 

 Grayscale: 15 percent grayscale. 
-Use it! No two white columns together. 
 

 Photos 
–Have photos edited in Adobe PhotoShop BEFORE placing into spread. 
–Photos must be in black and white unless otherwise noted. 
 

 Cutlines (photo captions): 9 pt TNR 
 

 Photo credits: 8 pt TNR 
–If taken by someone on staff: Photo by NAME 
–If received from another source: Photo courtesy of __________ 
 

 Pull Quotes: Use when a photo won’t fit, is unavailable or to emphasize an important part of the article. 
Script MT Bold, font size no larger than 20pt.  
 

 Paragraphs indented one pica (Find a tab in InDesign called “First Line Left Indent,” select the copy, and 
enter .1667). 
 

 Use rule lines and columns to direct readers’ eyes through a page. No one column pages.  
 

 Copy: take care with leading and kerning. 
–Leading = space between lines. 
–Kerning = space between letters. 
 

 Margins: Do not set design elements outside printable space 
-Grayscale should extend all the way to the edge of the page in layout (pink line). Copy extends to one pica 
away from the pink line when grayscaled. If there is no grayscale, copy extends to the pink line. 
 

 Abbreviations 
–Spell out organization on first mention, with the abbreviation in parentheses. Abbreviate thereafter. 
Example: Members of National Honor Society (NHS) try to lead the school in the best way possible. 
–Abbreviate Avenue (Ave.), Boulevard (Blvd.), and Street (St.).  
–Spell out drive, circle, road, terrace and alley, and units of measurement (mm is an exception). 
 



 Use the Oxford Comma! (The comma that comes before the “and” when listing more than two things). 
Example:  Ms. Emily Mullins teaches English 10, Honors English 11, and Journalism. 
 

 Capitalization 
–All proper nouns. 
Berkley High School 
–All titles before names, but not after them. 
Adviser Emily Mullins 
–Names of languages and courses with proper names. 
English, AP Physics 
–Do not capitalize grade level. 
Spotted at the homecoming football game was senior Emma Weisberger. 
 

 Names & Titles 
–Use first and last names at first mention of a person, upon second mention only use last name. 
–EVERYONE mentioned in an article must have a title. 
 

 Numbers 
–Spell out numbers under 10 and use numerals for 10 and above. 
–Spell out approximate figures and fractions less than one. 
–When entering figures with four numbers or more, use a comma (1,000). 
–Always use numerals and decimals for any monetary value (The concert tickets cost $9.50), and spell out 
“cents” for monetary values less than one dollar (25 cents). 
–Do not begin a sentence with a number. If necessary, write the number in words. 
–Use figures for all temperatures except zero. 
–Hyphenate compound numbers. 
 

 Quotations 
–Use quotation marks before and after a direct quote. 
–Use single quotation marks for a quote within a quote. 
–Do not use quotation marks in Q&A copy block or indirect quote. 
-Punctuation always inside quotation marks. 
**QUOTES are attributed with surname first then said. E.g. Hart said, “       .” 
 

 “Quote” or italics? 
–Use “quotation” marks for: names of musical compositions, poems, magazine articles, short stories, and 
chapters in a book. 
–Use italics for books, magazines, plays, movies, and television shows. 
 

Avoid the Ten Deadly Sins 

 Omit all exclamation points. 

 Use the form Name said not said Name when attributing a quote. 

 Omit adverbs. 

 Omit passive voice. 

 Eliminate generalizations, dead words, and clichés. 

 Avoid first and second person. 

 Use either past or present tense consistently. 

 Use the spell check and then check your spelling again. 

 Use the word said. 

 Avoid vague words and padding. 
 
IF YOU DO NOT KNOW THE WAY SOMETHING SHOULD BE WRITTEN, CHECK THE AP STYLE 
BOOKS. LEARN THEM. LOVE THEM. EMBRACE THEM. 


